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Pollution, Abatement and Balanced Growth* 

CEES W I T H A G E N  
Department of Mathematics and Computing Science, Eindhoven University of Technology, 
P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB EINDHOVEN, The Netherlands 

Abstract. The analysis of endogenous growth models with pollution often concentrates on steady 
state trajectories, under the assumption that the steady state is in some sense stable. In the present 
note we provide examples showing that this issue should be dealt with carefully. We use the 
Rebelo "Ak" model augmented with a stock of pollutants causing a negative externality. It is 
found that optimal growth is not necessarily balanced (contrary to the outcome of the standard 
Rebelo model). Moreover, the existence of the externality may affect tong run optimal growth 
rates. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the main questions economists face today is whether economic growth 
is compatible or can be reconciled with care for the environment. This question 
has been addressed in numerous articles. Initially, the well-known Ramsey 
model served as the main tool of analysis. It was found by, among others, 
Forster (1973), Keeler et al. (1972) and, more recently, by van tier Ploeg 
and Withagen (1991) that, in the long run, aggregate capital and consump- 
tion are smaller in an economy which has preferences involving nature than 
in the modified golden rule prevailing in an economy without care for the 
environment. It was also found that environmental care does not affect growth 
rates in classical models of economic growth, and it just has a level effect. 
Hence, growth rates differing between countries cannot be attributed to dif- 
ferent attitudes towards the environment. This observation can be considered 
as an additional drawback of traditional growth models and it is therefore 
not surprising that recently much interest has emerged for endogenous growth 
in the spirit of Romer (1986), Lucas (1988), Burro (1990) and Rebelo (1991). 
We refer to Bovenberg and Smulders (1993), Ho~es  (1993), Gradus and 
Smulders (1993), van der Ploeg, van Marrewijk and Verbeek (1993), Michel 
and Rotillon (1993), Smulders and Gradus (1993), Vellinga (1993). The vast 
majority of these papers consider pollution as a flow that is damaging to social 
welfare. In such a situation it can be shown that long run growth rates are 
still unaffected. An exception is van der Ploeg et al. (1993), who incorpo- 
rate stock pollution as well in the Barro/Rebelo model. Gradus and Smulders 
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2 Cees Withagen 

(op. cit.) even claim (without proof) that with stock pollution the results with 
respect to growth remain unaltered. Another common feature of the studies 
mentioned is the emphasis on balanced growth. All papers study optimal 
growth and pay special attention to the analysis of steady states or to steady 
growth. Some of the authors (e.g. Hofkes (1993) and van tier Ploeg et al, 
(1993)) derive conditions on the functional forms of functions involved in order 
to guarantee the existence of balanced growth trajectories as solutions to the 
optimal control problem. However, to our knowledge none of the authors 
proves the stability of such trajectories. 

The aim of the present paper is twofold. We want to show first that stock 
externalities can affect optimal growth rates. Secondly, we show that in some 
cases it is indeed worthwhile to have a look at balanced growth. But in other 
circumstances balanced growth cannot be optimal, be it that convergence to 
balanced growth may occur. In order to make these points we obviously do 
not need a general model. Instead we shall employ a rudimentary form of 
the Rebelo model with a linear technology, thereby not doing enough justice 
to the richness of the original underlying economic reasoning. 

2. The Standard Rebelo  Mode l  

We shall use the following model as a benchmark for the analysis. Society's 
objective is to maximize social welfare, given by a utilitarian welfare func- 
tional, where we choose instantaneous utility to be logarithmic. 

I oe-°tlnC W = (t)dt. (2.1) 

Here 0 is the constant and positive rate of time preference. The advantage 
of this specification is of course that zero rates of consumption can always 
be discarded as candidates for optimality. Net investments (K) equal produc- 
tion (aK) minus consumption (C) and depreciation (~kK) 

/¢(t) = (a - ~k)K(0 - C(t), K(0) = K0 given. 

We define ~0:-- a - p - ~tk. Then the above equation can be written as (omitting 
the time argument t if there is no danger of confusion): 

I~ = (~ + 9)K - C, K(O) = Ko given. (2.2) 

It is easily seen that along an optimal trajectory 

K(t) = Koe% C(t) = oK(t). (2.3) 

So, we have balanced growth with growth rate ~. 
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3. Stock Pollution; No Abatement 

One way to model the negative impact of the stock of pollutants (S) on social 
welfare is to extend (2.1) as follows: 

I o  e-°' W = [ l n C ( t )  - 1/2S2(t)]dt. ( 3 . 1 )  

We have chosen here for separability of the instantaneous utility function for 
mathematical convenience.  This particular form is the easiest to illustrate 
our points. An alternative way of modelling the negative impact of pollu- 
tants is through the technology (see e.g. Gottinger, 1993). Since we do not 
introduce abatement as yet, (2.2) remains unaltered. The accumulation of  
pollutants is described as 

S = b g -  g,S, (3.2) 

where it is assumed that pollution is proportional to production and the 
regeneration process is exponential (Its > 0). 

The Hamiltonian corresponding to the problem of maximizing W subject 
to (2.2) and (3.2) reads 

~(K,  S, C, ~,, V): = e-P'[ lnC - 1/2SZ] + ~,[((P + p)K  - C] 
+ ~ [ b K  - g,S). 

Defining ~, and V by ~, = ~e °' and ~r = -~ te  pt, we can easily derive the fol- 
lowing system of necessary conditions. 

1 
K = (cp + o ) K - - ~ ,  (3.3) 

S = b K -  P.sS, (3.4) 

L = -cp~. + by ,  (3.5) 

fir = (9 + gs)~r-  S, (3.6) 

where it is to be understood that ~. = 1/C. 
The Jacobian of this system is given by 

b -g ,  0 0 
J =  0 0 -q~ b 

0 -1 0 p + g ,  

If  (p < 0, then ~, --~ ~ as t ---) 0% so that C --~ 0 as t --~ ~.  Furthermore 
K --~ 0 and S --~ 0 because it cannot be optimal to maintain a positive stock 
of capital while consumption tends to zero. 

The interesting case of course the one where cp > 0. We have balanced 
positive growth when pollution does not play a role. This will no longer be 
the case. We show that it is optimal for the state variables K and S to converge 
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to positive constants; also the rate of consumption will converge to a positive 
constant. 

Let (K, S, ~., ~) solve (3.3)-(3.6) with the left hand side of each of these 
equations set equal to zero. It follows that 

1 (p + g,)l-t,(p + ¢P)cP 
~ =  b2 

It is then straightforward to prove that the characteristic polynomial reads 

0 = y4 _ 2py3 + (p2 _ cp2 _ 112 _ p(q) + q))yZ 
+ p(cp z + 112 + p(cp + "q))y + 2(rl + p) (¢P + p)TlCp, 

where 11 -- -gs - P- It was shown in van Marrewijk, de Vries and Withagen 
(1992) that this equation has real solutions with two being negative and two 
being positive. This implies that the steady state is indeed locally asymp- 
totically stable. (The usual caveat with respect to the non-degeneracy of the 
stable manifold can be dealt with along the lines set out by Huijberts and 
Withagen (1992).) So, we find that the asymptotic long run growth rate is 
zero in this model, whereas it would be positive (for q~ > 0) if there is no 
concern for the environment. The presence of stock pollution affects the growth 
rate and does not just have a level effect. Strictly speaking this conclusion 
holds only locally. But it is easily seen from the differential equations that 
the stock of capital will not have a positive or negative constant asymptotic 
growth rate. 

Economically this result implies that the possibility of endogenous growth 
is by itself not sufficient to remove the burden pollution puts on the economy. 
This is of course due to the absence of an abatement technology, which will 
henceforth be introduced in the next section. 

4. Negative Stock Effects; Abatement 

There are many ways to introduce abatement. We shall consider abatement 
as an activity requiring an amount A of the composite commodity to reduce 
net emissions. The equation describing the accumulation of capital is now 
modified to 

R" = (q~ + o ) K -  C - A .  (4.1) 

With regard to the reduction of net emissions two specifications will be studied. 
The first one is the following 

= b e - A K -  gsS. (4.2) 

When A -- 0 this equation boils down to the one employed in the previous 
section. The resulting necessary conditions are (4.1) and (4.2) and 

~. = -(p~. + ~JK,  (4.3) 
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~t = (13 + ~t~)~- S, (4.4) 

= 1/C; ~ = ~be-AK. (4.5) 

If  q) < 0 then ~, ---> oo as t ---> co, so that C --> 0 as t ---> oo. Furthermore K and 
S tend to zero. 

We shall therefore concentrate on the case q) > 0. It will be shown that along 
an optimum I¢/K ---> q), C/C ---> q) and A / K  --> 0 as t --> oo. The idea behind 
the proof is that the efficiency of abatement is so high that it is optimal to 
forego a tiny bit of consumption initially in order to approach the original 
growth rate q) later on. In particular, if the stock of capital were bounded, so 
would pollution and (by (4.4)) the shadow price of pollution (q)) would go 
to infinity. This implies from (4.5) that consumption must approach zero. 
Now if capital is bounded from below from zero this cannot be optimal. If 
capital is arbitrarily close to zero its shadow price displays an unbounded 
growth rate (by 4.3). The proof proceeds in several steps. 

a) Suppose there exists V > 0 such that K(t) < V for all t. Without loss of  
generality we can choose V such that be-a~'~K(t) < V for all t. Consider 

= V -  ~t~S, S(0) = So. 

The solution of this differential equation is 

S(t)  = ~ + So - e -~s'. 

There is therefore W > 0 such that S(t) < W for all t. Now consider 

gr = (9 + g~)V - W, ~(0)  = Vo. 

The solution of this differential equation is 

W + (  W +~o)e(P+~s)'" 
v(t)  - p + ~  0 + ~----~ 

b) Suppose K(t) --~ 0 as t --~ oo. Then ~,/X --~ 0% ~, --~ co and C --~ 0. But 
K(t) = ~(t)be-a(')K(t) and ~ / ~  --~ 9 + tx~ as t ~ ~. This yields a 
contradiction. 

c) Suppose K(t) ~ ~" as t ~ oo for some K > 0. Then we have in view 
of the results in a) that ~ ~ o% since ~(t) > 0 for all t, We must also 
have C/C < 0 eventually in view of (4.5). But it cannot be optimal to 
have vanishing consumption and a positive stock of capital. 

d) Suppose K(t) oscillates around some positive value, X say. Now consider 
the increasing sequence of points t,(n -- 1, 2 . . . .  ) for which K(tn) = X 
and/~(tn) > 0. Since ~.(t,) = ~(t~)be-a(t~)K(t~) and A(t~) is bounded from 
above (because/~(t~) > 0), we find X(t~) --> co as n --> ~o implying C(t,) 

0 as n ~ ~.  But, again, it cannot be optimal not to consume when 
the stock of capital is positive. 
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e) It follows from b), c) and d) that for all V > 0 and all T there exists 
t > T such that K(t)  > V. Suppose K oscillates around some positive 
M. 

If b e a K  is bounded from above, we obtain a contradiction as in d). 
So, be-aK is unbounded, implying that I/W is unbounded. Since C is also 
unbounded there is a sequence of t's along which ~. ~ 0 and V ~ 0. 
But then also S ---) ¢¢ and W becomes negative, which is not allowed. 

f) We conclude that for all V > 0 there exists T such that K(t)  > V for all 
t > T. Therefore, in view of (4.2), C/C = -~./~. ---) % Moreover, S will 
be bounded, so that ~/x V --) its + P. It follows from (4.5) that A / K  --) O. 

Q.E.D. 

This result shows that balanced growth, defined in the classical way as steadily 
growing state variables and constant allocative variables (C /K  and A/K) ,  is 
not optimal: there are no constant C/K and A / K  satisfying all necessary 
conditions. On the other hand the economy will tend to balanced growth. It 
is important to note that a linear abatement rule (A(t) = ~ t  + ~ with ot large 
enough) suffices to let pollution go to zero, due to the favourable abatement 
technology. 

Let us now look at a less favourable abatement technology (see also Gradus 
and Smulders, 1993). The differential equation for pollution is given by 

= b(K/A) ~ - ~tsS, (4.6) 

where et is a positive constant smaller than unity. In this description a linear 
abatement program is not sufficient to restrict pollution when capital is 
growing. As necessary conditions we have (4.1), (4.6) and 

= -cp~. + LA/K,  (4.7) 

= (p + ~ts)ag - S, (4.8) 

= 1/C, 9~ = vgb(K/A) I /~ I /A .  (4.9) 

If we define x := IK,  then it follows from (4.1), (4.7) and the first part of 
(4.9) that 

and 

= p x -  1 (4.10) 

x(t) = 1 +  ( 1)  p Xo - -~ e ~'. 

with x o still to be chosen optimally. It follows from (4.9) that 

x = xg~b(K/A) ~÷1. 

Using this in (4.6) we find 
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Now consider the system of  differential equations (4.8), (4.10) and (4.11). 
^ ^ 

Let (2, ~t, S) solve the system with the left hand sides set equal to zero. We 
investigate the stability of the steady state by considering the Jacobian 

j __ 0 w 0 ) 
V - - ] ] ' s  

0 -1 9 +/as 

with 

( ( x (0 + w = 3 b \ ~ - ]  / vv'~"~ = 1 +----~ 

The characteristic polynomial is given by 

IX 
(9 - Y) ( ( - ~  - Y) (O + ~ s - Y ) + ~ ( P + ~ s ) ~ )  =0;  

Y -- 9 is one eigenvalue. The other ones are solved from 

13, = 0 .  
y2 _ 9Y - (9 + g,)gs 1 + ct 

Definitely one of these has negative real part, implying that there exists a 
one-dimensional stable manifold. Therefore, if ~r 0 is optimally chosen on the 
manifold, we have local asymptotic stability of the steady state. This implies 
that C --~ 9K. Also A / K  converges to a constant. Therefore (via (4.7)) C/C 
converges to a constant, which is smaller however than % Here we have an 
example of environmental issues lowering the long run optimal growth rate 
without reducing it to zero. To the best of my knowledge such an example 
has not been produced in the literature thus far. 

In this subsection we have dealt with two examples of an abatement tech- 
nology in the Rebelo framework. In the first example it is not optimal to 
have constant growth rates, whatever the initial values of the stock of capital 
and the stock of pollution are. This is in sharp contrast with the standard Rebelo 
model without pollution. Therefore,  in this case no steady state analysis is 
warranted. On the other hand, along an optimal program the growth rates 
will approach constants. In the second example the steady state is optimal 
for a given initial stock constellation, and a comparative statics analysis on 
the steady state is warranted. 
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5. Conclusions 

It has been shown in this paper  that  nega t ive  env i ronmenta l  ex terna l i t ies  may  
affect  op t imal  long run growth  rates and that res t r ic t ing at tent ion to ba l anced  
growth  is not  a lways  warranted.  The main  conclus ion  to be drawn f rom this 
seems to be that s tock effects  should  indeed  be incorpora ted  in op t imal  growth  
models ,  not  only  because  this is impor tan t  f rom an economic  po in t  o f  v iew,  

but  also because  this may  lead  to ou tcomes  which  differ  dras t ica l ly  f rom the 
ones which  arise when  only  the nega t ive  f low effect  is taken into account .  
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